Effects of flat, parabolic and realistic steady flow inlet profiles on idealised and realistic stent graft fits through Abdominal Aortic Aneurysms (AAA).
Computational fluid dynamics modelling of bifurcated stent grafts positioned across Abdominal Aortic Aneursysms (AAAs) is influenced significantly by the boundary conditions and geometry. To assess these influencing factors, simulations using three different steady inlet profiles and two geometries were run. The steady velocity inlet profiles (flat, parabolic and realistic) were used as input boundary conditions with a constant pressure outlet for each model. The geometry of an out-of-plane realistic stent graft model, fitted to the internal geometry of an AAA (a realistic geometry generated from CT scans) was compared to an idealised geometry of an in-plane model. It was found that the realistic boundary condition when applied to the idealised model had a 5% difference in outlet flow rates when compared to flat and parabolic inlet profiles, while the realistic models had an 11-16% difference. The blood flowed in a parallel streamlined fashion for all the idealised models with slight recirculation for the realistic boundary condition. All realistic models had significant recirculation and flowed in a left-handed helix motion in the proximal end and left leg and in a right-handed helix motion in the right leg. The drag force was unidirectional in the idealised models, while it was found to act in all three directions for the realistic models with a 26% increase over the idealised models. It was concluded that geometry has the greatest influence on the outlet flow rates, flow patterns and drag forces. Input boundary condition cause variations in the skewness and recirculation of the flow throughout the models.